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Abstract 

A paper that shows motion when being exposed to heat has in this study been called a 

paper muscle. A paper muscle can be used for many different applications, e.g. smart 

advertisement or indicators in printed paper products. The muscles created in the 

present work were prepared by gluing or printing a polymer layer onto paper. The 

polymer layers consisted of MELINEX, MYLAR or toner, which are known to expand 

when exposed to heat. Furthermore, all three material systems showed bending when 

exposed to heat.  

A mechanical bilayer model was implemented and used to quantitatively study the 

parameters that influence the bending of the muscles. The model indicated that the 

dimensional changes of the polymer layers relative to that of the copy paper was found 

to be approximately 0,1-0,5 % within the temperature range 23-60 °C. The experiments 

showed that the combined dimensional changes within the polymer and paper layers 

were not linear with respect to temperature, and that there was a significant difference in 

bending for muscles cut in the MD and in the CD. Also, when assuming that the 

polymer is the active component, the observed coefficient of thermal expansion was a 

factor ~10 greater compared to published literature data. These findings led to the 

conclusion that it was indeed the dimensional changes within the paper that were the 

dominant cause of the bending. This was confirmed by a muscle, comprising a bilayer 

of paper cut in the MD and the CD, which bended when exposed to heat. The results 

also indicate that a large part of the bending could be attributed to the hygrocontraction 

of paper. 
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Preface 

The thesis work “Creating temperature stimulated paper muscles by printing and 

lamination” is part of a larger effort at STFI-Packforsk, with the aim to find new 

applications for paper. The current work is an attempt to contribute to this effort by 

giving motion to paper, what has been called a paper muscle.  

STFI-Packforsk head quarters is located in Stockholm, Sweden and is one of the 

world’s leading research and development (R&D) companies in the fields of pulp, 

paper, graphic media, packaging and logistics. This thesis work is linked to the paper as 

an information medium division, shortly referred to as PiM. For more information about 

STFI-Packforsk please visit their official webpage http://www.stfi.se. 

 
 

Norrköping, 13 March 2008 
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1 Introduction 

To fully understand this report, it is assumed that the reader has some kind of 

background in science and technology (referred to as category A), since fundamental 

technical terms are not explained. Although, some sections can be read and understood 

by interested readers without that background (referred to as category B).  

 

Paper has a significant role as an information-carrying medium. Some people thought 

that paper and its use would fade away as more information in the society was and still 

is increasingly digitalized. This assumption has never become a reality since paper is 

still being used as an information-carrying medium (for advertisement etc.) but also as 

packages. Although, some application areas have in fact been entirely or partially 

digitalized and distributed through the internet (e.g. newspapers) and this is why it is of 

most importance to constantly try to find new innovative solutions for paper.  

 

The effect of paper showing motion when exposed to different stimuli has been called 

“paper muscle”. This study analyses the potential of a paper muscle through modelling 

and laboratory experiments as well as creations of different paper muscle prototypes. It 

will also present ideas of how the concept of a paper muscle can be utilised as well as to 

raise interest around the research field. 

Examples of different stimuli are electricity, light, heat or humidity. If a paper is coated 

with tape and exposed to heat it will show motion, this since paper and tape have 

different expansion/contraction properties. Also, if paper is exposed to moisture it will 

start to curl, this because the wood fibres situated at the surface swell whereas the 

unexposed fibres do not.  

The reason for choosing heat sensitive polymers is to be able to apply the concept to 

existing technology rather than the technology of tomorrow. This means for example, 

making use of what the printing industry can offer by printing the whole muscle or just 

parts of it. By getting paper to bend it can be reinvented into a society where new visual 

experiences are constantly demanded. 

Figure 1 gives an idea of possible relations between paper muscles and other fields of 

research. The idea to create a paper muscle has existed for a while, scientific papers 

show that research has been going on for at least 8 years1. Something researches have 

been developing is EAPap2, which is an electro active paper. NASA and others have 

been diligent in researching on artificial muscles and joint-less robotics3. The research 

on artificial muscles at NASA is focused on electro active polymers, called EAP4. 

                                                
1 Kim J, Kim J.Y, Choe S, Electro-Active Papers: Its possibility as actuators 
2 Ibid. and Kim J, Yun S, Song C, Performance of Electro-active Papers made with Cellulose and Multi-

walled Carbon Nanotubes 
3 JPL's NDEAA Technologies Lab: https://eap.jpl.nasa.gov 
4 Bar-Cohen Y, Electroactive polymers as artificial muscles-Reality and challenges and Bar-Cohen Y, 
Electro-active polymers: current capabilities and challenges 
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Another company that uses EAPs for mainly medical device applications (such as 

manoeuvring in blood vessels or controlling drug release inside the body) is 

Micromuscle AB5, located in Linköping, Sweden. Their technology is based on 15 years 

of polymer research at the University of Linköping. Another interesting category of 

active polymers are none electric, mechanically active polymers, also called NEMAP6. 

This could be for example, light activated- or thermally activated polymers. The area of 

paper muscles reacting to heat does not show as much research as for EAP, that is what 

makes this research field even more exciting. 

 

 

Figure 1. Paper muscles and their relation to other fields of research 

 

Possible applications  

There are several applications in which a paper muscle could be useful. For example it 

could be used as smart advertisement, integrated as moving parts on pamphlets to attract 

attention or other exciting applications in printed media, for example as an attractive 

appendix in a magazine. Since the active part of the paper muscle reacts to heat, it could 

also be used as an indicator for registering when a predetermined temperature has been 

reached. This could be for example a paper muscle lid on a carton food box (in 

combination with an adhesive that releases at increased temperature). When the food 

box is micro waved and has reached the right temperature level, the lid will open 

entirely. If a paper muscle is developed to generate enough force to lift carton boards, it 

could even be used to create self-opening or self-closing carton boxes. 

                                                
5 Micromuscle AB: http://www.micromuscle.com 
6 Bar-Cohen Y, Electroactive polymers as artificial muscles-Reality and challenges, p. 3 
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Consequently, some basic areas of applications are 

� Smart advertisement 
� Indicators 
� Self-opening/self-closing carton boxes 

 

Objectives 

The idea is to create a bilayer structure with paper as one component and a stimuli 

sensitive polymer as the other. To obtain a motion the separate layers in a bilayer 

structure must have different coefficients of thermal expansion, which is the reality for 

paper and an active layer of polymer. The polymer could be, for example, plastic films 

or toner. The possibility to either using adhesive to attach the plastic film or to print the 

top coating of the bilayer will be studied. 

The objectives of the study are 
 

� Find suitable polymer materials that can act as the thermo-expanding active 
layer. 

� Implement a bilayer model in Matlab, which describes the curvature of a paper 
muscle after being exposed to stimuli. 

� Test the model by comparing its outcome with measurements from laboratory 
experiments. 

� Perform model predictions for different thicknesses and elastic modulus for the 
polymer layer. 

� Create different paper muscle prototypes that illustrate the bending. 

 

Demarcations 

Focus is set on a macro scale, that is, coarse changes in dimension, giving rise to a 

visual experience of motion. The choice of stimuli is heat and the coefficient of thermal 

expansion for paper is assumed to be zero.  

Outline of the report 

This report is has five main parts, theory, method, laboratory experiments and finally 

results and discussion. In the theory section the reader will be introduced to basic 

concepts of paper, thermally active materials and the bilayer structure. Additionally, the 

bilayer model and its components will be presented. 

In the method section the sequence of work will be explained. Characterization of 

materials, such as determination of weight, thickness, elastic modulus and coefficient of 

thermal expansion will be mentioned as well as testing of a bilayer model. 

In the section laboratory experiments materials and instruments used for the different 

experiments will be presented. 

The last section presents the results and discussion. Subjects that will be treated are the 

laboratory experiments, test of the bilayer model as well as the paper muscle prototypes. 

The report ends with conclusions and suggestion for further work. 
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2 Theory 

Section 2.4-2.8 can be left out by readers of category B since it contains several 

mathematical expressions. 

2.1 Characteristics of paper 

Paper used for printing is mostly commonly made from cellulosic wood fibres. A paper 

contains approximately one million fibres per gram7, creating a network structure. 

Hence a paper could be explained as layering of fibre networks8. This characteristic 

makes paper an extremely complex material.  

The inhomogeneity9 in paper arises due to the sheet forming process. Paper is created 

through filtration of a suspension10 of water and fibres, in a turbulent flow. Afterwards 

the suspension is pressed and dried.11 Heavy turbulence does in fact affect the 

inhomogeneity of paper12. This means that the formation of paper cannot be done 

homogenously and therefore paper is anisotropic13 by nature. When paper is dried, the 

anisotropic shrinkage leads to internal stresses in the fibre network14. This is further a 

reason why paper is such a complex material. Industrially manufactured paper has 

mainly two principal directions, the machine direction (MD) and the cross machine 

direction (CD)15. Height variations are also present, giving rise to the surface roughness 

of paper. The anisotropy is defined as the ratio between a property in the MD and the 

CD16. In an ordinary A4 sized office paper, the fibres preferentially run along the MD, 

which means that the paper is significantly stronger in that direction. For this study, this 

is a feature of importance due to its effect on the bending stiffness of a bilayer. 

Ordinary office paper reacts to stimuli such as humidity, this can easily be seen when 

exhaling on to a strip of paper, for it will start to curl. Also, if it is exposed to a great 

amount of heat, moisture evaporates and consequently the moisture content in the paper 

will change. These characteristics are connected to the dimensional stability17 of paper. 

To simplify things, consider paper (with its multilayered fibre network) to be one 

bilayer. When exhaling on to the strip, moisture in the exhaled air is absorbed by the 

fibres located at the outer layer of the paper strip18. This means that the outer layer swell 

while the unexposed layer does not. When this happens, since the layers are attached to 

each other, the outcome is that the bilayer starts to bend. 

                                                
7 Fellers C, Norman B, Pappersteknik, p. 15 
8 Alava M, Niskanen K, The physics of paper, p. 686 and Fellers C, Norman B, Pappersteknik, p 15 
9 Property which means that the material consists of elements that are not of the same nature. 
10 A suspension is a paste consisting of particles in a fluid, for example sand in water. 
11 Alava M, Niskanen K, The physics of paper, p. 672 and Fellers C, Norman B, Pappersteknik, p 15 
12 Alava M, Niskanen K, The physics of paper, p. 683 
13 Anisotropic means that the material has properties that differ according to the direction of 
measurement, for example paper has different properties in MD and CD. 
14 Alava M, Niskanen K, The physics of paper, p. 675 
15 Ibid. p. 672 
16 Fellers C, Norman B, Pappersteknik, p. 15, 28, 280 
17 Dimensional stability is a materials ability to withstand inner and outer disruptions, such as change in 
temperature or moisture content. 
18 Alava M, Niskanen K, The physics of paper, p. 678 
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Paper is said to be a viscoelastic material.19 Consider figure 2, which shows a stress-

strain curve for paper. The stress-strain curve is obtained from a tensile test, where the 

material is drawn in the length direction, hence becomes deformed. Viscoelastic means 

that a material has both an elastic- and a viscous/plastic component. The viscous 

component is time dependent20. The elastic behaviour gives rise to the linear property in 

the beginning of the curve, while the plastic behaviour gives rise to the bended part of 

the curve (also see figure 5 in section 2.4). The elastic part of the curve means that the 

material still can regain its original form while as for the plastic part of the curve the 

material is permanently deformed. 

 

Figure 2. The stress-strain curve for a multicopy paper strip 80g/m
2
 cut in the CD 

 

Consider figure 2, the plastic behaviour starts at approximately 0,5 % strain. Hence, 

already at very small deformations paper shows tendency of viscoelastic behaviour.21 It 

is hard to set a definite a boundary between elastic and plastic behaviour, since they 

merge together.22   

Paper can be labelled as a polymeric material.23 Polymers are (natural or synthetic) 

substances composed of molecules with large molecular mass, structured in a repetitive 

manner24. Since the cellulosic structure in paper has these characteristics, cellulosic 

fibres are in fact polymers. Other examples of polymers are proteins, DNA and plastics.  

                                                
19 Fellers C, Norman B, Pappersteknik, p. 283 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Ibid. 
24 NASA Glossary: http://science.nasa.gov 
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To conclude, paper 

� consists of layered fibre networks (which have different properties) 
� is anisotropic and inhomogeneous 
� shows viscoelastic behaviour at small deformations 
� reacts to stimuli such as humidity 
� is a polymeric material 

2.2 Thermally expanding active materials 

Polymers expand when the temperature is increased. Toner and two different types of 

polyester films (Melinex and Mylar) were chosen for this purpose. The reason for 

choosing polyester films is because most toners in laser printers have polyester 

materials as a major ingredient.  

2.2.1 Melinex and Mylar polyester film 

Melinex and Mylar are biaxially oriented polyethylene terephthalate (BoPET) 25. This 

means that when manufacturing the film, it is first stretched in the MD and afterwards in 

the CD26. The films obtain their biaxial orientation by being drawn in close to equal 

amounts in both directions. BoPETs are known for their high tensile strength as well as 

chemical and dimensional stability. Additional features are transparency and good 

printing characteristics. An undesired feature of BoPETs is their tendency of generating 

static electricity27, which was encountered during the laboratory experiments. BoPETs 

have a typical elastic modulus of approximately 5-6 GPa in both the MD and the CD (se 

section 5.2). 

It is preferable to investigate expansion before the polyester films start to plasticize. In 

this study the experiments were performed under the temperature range 23-60 °C. If the 

materials start to plasticize, the elastic modulus of the material will drastically change 

(which is not desirable since only one value for the elastic modulus is used).  

2.2.2 Toner 

Toner is a dry ink powder used in laser printers. To set the toner, heat is used to melt it 

and fuse it onto the paper.28 The main ingredients of toner are colorant (7-12 %) and 

polymer (75-95 %)29. The colorant can be either carbon powder or some other pigment 

whereas the polymer is usually polyester resin, which is why polyester films were used 

in the laboratory experiments.  

When printing it is common to try to prevent paper from curling, the reverse situation is 
interesting for this study (i.e. enhancing the motion of paper by making it curl). 

                                                
25 Dupont: http://www.duPont.com 
26 Biaxially oriented film: http://www.cibasc.com 
27 Soroka W, Fundamentals of packaging technology, p. 197 
28 Xerox: http://www.xerox.com 
29 Product folder HP: http://www.hp.com 
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2.3 The bilayer structure 

In this study the bilayers consists of polyester films glued to paper, or a paper printed 

with toner. In these bilayers (see figure 3) the intention was that paper would act as a 

passive component while the polyester film (Melinex, Mylar or toner) acts as an active 

layer. When the bilayer is exposed to stimuli such as heat, the polymer layer will start to 

expand in all directions. Consider figure 3 below. 

 

Figure 3. A bilayer system consisting of paper and a polyester film 

 

The layer of paper will not expand to the same extent as the polymer film since they 

have different expansion/contraction properties. This is a requirement for bending to 

take place. Since the two layers are attached to one another the outcome will be that one 

layer expands/contracts more than the other, hence the system will start to bend. 

2.4 Elastic modulus 

The elastic modulus E of a material is a measure of its tendency to be deformed 

elastically by a force (see figure 4). Since the elastic modulus is significant for each 

material, changing the elastic modulus is in fact equivalent to changing the material of a 

separate layer. The elastic modulus is defined as the slope of the straight line in the 

beginning of a stress-strain curve.30 

The following equations is used to calculate the elastic modulus, 

 

   (1) 

 

 

where ε is the strain (the relative change in length) and σ is the stress (force divided by 

the cross sectional area).31 Fem is the force while Aem is the cross sectional area of the 

tested material. ∆Lem is the difference in length and Lemo the original length of the 

                                                
30 Fellers C and others, Carton Board, p. 37 
31 Ibid. 
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material. The indices EM and EMO indicate that terms are used for calculating the 

elastic modulus, an O at the end indicates the original length of the material. 

The stress and strain are defined as, 

 

(2) 

    

    

(3) 

 

Figure 4 shows the elongation of an object being exposed to a force. The stress is 

defined as Fem/Aem and the strain as ∆Lem/Lemo. The elongation can be viewed as an 

elongation of several “cross sectional areas”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Elongation of an object 

 

The elastic modulus is preferably calculated at the beginning of the stress-strain curve, 

where the material still shows elastic properties (i.e. before the material has started to 

plasticize). For example, the elastic modulus for a Melinex polyester film in the CD can 

be calculated at 1 % strain (see figure 5).  
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Figure 5. Stress-strain curve for Melinex in the CD 

 

Other known names for the elastic modulus are Young’s modulus and tensile modulus. 

In this study only the term elastic modulus will be used. 

2.5 Bending stiffness 

The bending stiffness Sb is defined as the resistance to bending when exposed to a 

force.32 The higher the value for the bending stiffness, the harder it will be for the 

material to bend.  

The bending stiffness can be calculated from the following equation, 

 

   (4) 

 

where the parameters A, B, D are given by, 

   

   (5) 

 

   

   (6) 

 

                                                
32 Fellers C, Norman B, Pappersteknik, p. 315 
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   (7) 

 

Where Ek is the elastic modulus for each layer and Zk is the height coordinate of layer K, 

which depends on the thickness t of each separate layer. N is the number of layers in the 

system. Equations (8-10) show how the height coordinates can be determined, while 

figure 6 shows the visual interpretation. 

 

 (8)  (9)  (10) 

 

Figure 6 shows N = 2 layers. The origin is placed in the middle of the total thickness of 

the system. All coordinates start at the mid section. The first coordinate Z0 points in 

negative direction and ends at the bottom of layer1 while Z1 ends at the top of layer 1 

and Z2 at top of layer 2. 

 

Figure 6. Definition of the height coordinates zk 

 

2.6 Coefficient of thermal linear expansion 

The coefficient of thermal expansion αL of a material is a description of how much the 

material expands in response to a change in temperature. The coefficient is defined as 

change in length per unit length of a material for one degree change in temperature. 

Homogenous materials have coefficients that do not vary significantly under a certain 

temperature range, which mean that the average value of the coefficient can be 

calculated and used. In this study the thermal expansion will be measured under a low 

temperature range where the thermal expansion is expected to be linear.33   

 

   (11) 

 

Where ∆Lce is the change in length and Lceo the original length of the material. ∆T is the 

change in temperature. The indices CE and CEO indicate that terms are used for 

calculating the coefficient of thermal expansion, an O at the end indicates the original 

                                                
33 Coefficient of thermal expansion: http://en.wikipedia.org 
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length of the material. The coefficient of thermal expansion multiplied with the 

temperature difference is referred to as the thermal expansion and this will be measured 

in the laboratory experiments.  

2.7 Curvature and radius 

From the bending stiffness the curvature, K, and hence the radius can be determined. 

The curvature is defined as the inverse of the radius. This definition is easier to 

understand since a greater curvature means a greater bending, in contrast to the radius 

where instead a smaller radius means a greater bending. The curvature can be calculated 

from the following expression34.  

 

 

   (12)  (13) 

 

 

The parameters F and G are used to calculate the radius. In the book Carton board by 

Fellers the term Hkβk stands for hygroexpansion (expansion due to change in moisture 

content)35. The term can be replaced by a corresponding thermal expansion αL∆T, where 

βk is replaced by αL and Hk by ∆T, which has been done in this study.   

 

(14) 

 

  

   (15) 

 

2.8 The bilayer model 

The bilayer model used in this study describes the bending stiffness of a system with N 

different layers. In this study two different layers are used, hence N is equal to 2. Input 

to the model is thickness and elastic modulus of each separate layer, if the coefficient of 

thermal expansion is known the curvature can be calculated.  The output from the model 

is the bending stiffness of the system and the curvature. From the curvature it is easy to 

calculate the radius (see figure 7). 

                                                
34 Fellers C and others, Carton Board, p. 87 
35 Ibid.  
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Figure 7. The radius (R) of the circle that a bilayer forms when being exposed to a stimuli 

 

The model is based on the following expression, 

 

   (16) 

 

where R is the radius and Sb the bending stiffness. The expression comes from equation 

(12) combined with equation (13). To directly be able to see how the different 

parameters affects the curvature, equation (13) combined with equation (16) gives the 

following expression for a system with two layers. 

 

     (17) 

 

Where αL2 is the coefficient of thermal expansion for the polymer layer, ∆T the 

temperature difference, E the elastic modulus for the different layers, Z the height 

coordinates (see section 2.5) as well as a parameter A (also see section 2.5). Index “2” 

means that the property belongs to the polymer layer while index “1” belongs to the 

layer of paper. Consequently, equation (17) shows that the curvature is proportional to 

αL2, ∆T and Sb.  

The bilayer model arises from solid mechanics and basic laminating theory. The model 

is based on the assumption that only small changes in curvature occurs. In this study 

angles are expected to be less than ±45 ° (see figure 7). Further more it is entirely a 

mechanical model and has no regards to chemistry. For example the surface energy of 

the system is ignored. It is important to mention that this is a very simple model that 

describes a fairly complex system. 
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Consequently, the model is based on the assumptions that 

� all layers are homogenous, which means that each layer is treated as a uniform 
object with equal properties throughout its mass. 

� the materials have constant elastic modulus across the whole temperature 
range. 

� paper is assumed to not expand when exposed to heat (αL = 0) 
� adhesives have no impact on the system 
� the model is entirely mechanical (no regards to chemistry) 
� no consideration to gravity is taken 
� no stresses are built into the system when it is bent 
� surface roughness is ignored 
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3 Method 

Readers in category B can preferably leave out section 3.4 since this part is not 

essential for the study and holds several mathematical expressions. 

3.1 Characterization of materials 

To calculate the bending stiffness and radius of a bent paper muscle, the thickness, the 

elastic modulus and the coefficient of thermal expansion of each separate layer must be 

known. Since the layers are glued together it is important to study this impact as well. 

3.1.1 Weight, thickness and grammage 

The weight was measured with a two-decimal scale, while the thickness was measured 

with a thickness meter (SCAN-P7 FP66404) by Lorentzen & Wettre. The measurements 

of the weight and thickness were done for single sheets of paper, polyester films, as well 

as different bilayers. The grammage is defined as weight per area and g/m2 is chosen as 

unit. The grammage was calculated from the established weight and dimensions of the 

corresponding samples. For toner the grammage was estimated by subtracting the 

grammage for paper from the grammage from toner printed on paper. 

Establishing the average weight 

The weight of ten different A4 sized sheets was measured six times each. The reason for 

that was that movements in the air affected the measurements. When a pair of sheets 

had been measured they were sprayed with adhesive, pressed together and weighed as a 

bilayer. The weight of a toner layer was established by subtracting the weight of paper 

from the weight of paper with toner. 

Establishing the average thickness 

The thickness measurement was done on ten sheets in a stack to eliminate surface 

roughness. The thickness for one sheet was calculated by dividing it by the number of 

sheets measured. Finally a mean value for the thickness was calculated. To establish the 

thickness of a toner layer, the thickness of paper was subtracted from the thickness of 

paper with toner. 

3.1.2 Elastic modulus 

The elastic modulus of a material was determined through a tensile test, which was 

performed by using a tensile tester called Alwetron TH1 manufactured by Lorentzen & 

Wettre. The tensile tests were done in a conditioned room with relative air humidity of 

50 % at a temperature of 23 °C. Single strips of paper and polyester with dimension of 

15 mm × 100 mm were used. All together ten tests were performed in both the machine 

direction (MD) and the cross direction (CD) with paper as well as with the polyester 

films (Melinex and Mylar).  

The elastic modulus for toner was estimated from calculations. If a tensile test were to 

be made the stress-strain curve would contain not only characteristics for toner but also 

for paper. The solution to this was to calculate the elastic modulus from equation (4) by 
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using a measured value for the bending stiffness and thickness, as well as the measured 

radius at a specific temperature range. 

3.1.3 Bending stiffness 

The different values for the bending stiffness were determined by the Bending stiffness 

tester, manufactured by Lorentzen & Wettre. The tests were done in a conditioned room 

with relative air humidity of 50 % at a temperature of 23 °C. Consider figure 8, by 

keeping the frequency fixed (The SCAN standardisation recommends the fixed 

frequency to be 25 Hertz for a strip of paper.36) and by moving the clamp upwards 

(equivalent to changing the length) the strip will oscillate into resonance. The machine 

measures the length at which the strip oscillates into resonance. The length is registered 

by a laser beam at the resonant opening.  

 

 

Figure 8. A strip in resonance 

 

From the measured length l and the grammage, the bending stiffness is calculated. 

Hence there is a relation between the length at which the strip oscillates into resonance 

and the bending stiffness Sb. This relation can be seen in equation (18). 

 

   (18) 

 

Where W is the grammage of the strip and l the length at which the strip oscillates into 

resonance. 

3.1.4 Adhesive 

The average weight or thickness of single sheets of paper and polyester film, as well as 

different bilayers, was used to examining the impact of the adhesive. A theoretical value 

for the weight or thickness of a bilayer (with no regards to adhesive) could be calculated 

and compared to the measured value of the corresponding bilayer (with regard to 

adhesive). The difference between the single layers and the bilayer gave the weight or 

thickness of the adhesive in a bilayer. 

To further study how the adhesive affects the systems (see system description in section 

4.3), a tensile test was done to paper strips with adhesive on them. The stress-strain 

curve for these strips was then compared to the stress-strain curve for paper strips 

without adhesive. 

                                                
36 Fellers C, Norman B, Pappersteknik, p. 315 

wlSb **10*2 3
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The bilayers were created by using Ghiant hobby adhesive spray on glue. The adhesive 

was sprayed across two times in a swipe movement.   

3.1.5 Coefficient of thermal expansion 

The thermal expansion was estimated by comparing a measured value for the radius 

with a corresponding, calculated value. This could be done since the coefficient of 

thermal expansion was the only unknown parameter. An electrical oven was used in the 

experiment and the radius of the circle that the bended system formed was measured. 

System S1-S3 and D1-D3 were observed at seven different temperature levels (30, 35, 

40, 45, 50, 55, 60 °C). The temperature was registered by using a digital thermometer. 

The reading of the temperature could vary by ± 2 °C. Also, to obtain a temperature 

range for 30 °C, the room temperature (23 °C) was used as start temperature. When a 

specific temperature level was reached an image was taken to document the actual 

radius of bending (see figure 9). By having the camera located at the same spot for 

every photograph taken, the chance of obtaining images from different angles was 

reduced. This could contribute to distorted images which might affect the measurement 

of that particular image. An image processing program was used to measure out and 

calculate the radius on the picture. To obtain an accurate value of the radius an object 

with known dimensions was used as reference. The formula below was used to perform 

the calculations, which gives the radius scaled with the reference object. 

 

  (19) 

 

Where Dp is the diameter of the circle that the system forms, and REFp is the height of 

the reference object, both determined from the image. REFa is the corresponding value 

for the reference object not on image. All measurements are given in millimetres.   

 

(a) (b) 

  

Figure 9. Image of measured radius for system S1 in the MD (a) and S1 in the CD (b) 

(a) Image taken at 42 °C. R ~ 56 mm, (b) Image taken at 40 °C. R ~ 29 mm 
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3.2 Comparing model to measurement data 

The bilayer model was first tested by studying the accuracy of the calculated bending 

stiffness, this since the bending stiffness is used to calculate the radius. If the radius is 

assumed to be correct the coefficient of thermal expansion can be determined (see 

section 3.1.5). The coefficient of thermal expansion was obtained for single polymer 

layer. After that the model predictability was tested by doubling the polymer layer. If 

the bilayer model shows the same trend as the measurements in the oven, the model can 

be used to predict the geometry of a bilayer to obtain the most bending.  

3.3 Creating paper muscle prototypes 

80 g/m2 multicopy paper was used for every prototype. Double layer of toner, Melinex 

polyester film and transparent tape were used as the polymer layers. Some of these were 

obtained as trial samples from retail companies as well as companies that manufacture 

plastic films. Three different paper flowers were created as well as paper model with a 

fish scale structure. 

The first prototype was structured with nine strips cut in the CD for achieving most 

possible bending (see figure 10). All nine strips were lined up in a circle to achieve a 

uniform bending. The flower was then assembled with several small pieces only to 

contribute to the visual effect of a flower. That is, only the nine outer strips were active 

parts of the flower. The flower was in the end held together by adhesive and a pin. 

When the flower was exposed to heat it folded out. In contrast, when it was exposed to 

low temperatures it contracted.  

 

 

Figure 10. Paper flower 1 

 

Paper flower 2 was an upgrade of paper flower 1 (see figure 11a). Since the bending 

was not as uniform as predicted, the second prototype was made from wider strips (this 

to prevent shear bending). Another drawback with the first prototype was that the 

middle part was too stiff and too much of it covered the polymer strips and prohibited 

the bending. This problem was solved by creating a platform, which the polymer strips 

were glued onto. The only part covering the polymer strips were the long, thin leafs 

made as decoration (can be seen in figure 11a as leafs with red tips). 
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Paper flower 3 had the exact same structure as the second one (see figure 11b). The only 

difference was that instead of using toner as the polymer layer, a polyester film was 

used. This was done to see if a prototype with polyester layer bended as well as one 

with toner.  

 

(a) (b) 

  

Figure 11. Paper flower 2 (a) and 3 (b) 

 

The paper model with a fish scales structure was an attempt to further develop the use of 

the strips and finding new ways of assembling them (see figure 12). Transparent tape 

was used as the polymer layer in this prototype. A weight holding structure was created 

by only using strips cut in the CD, (just as before) and connecting the strips to one and 

other, both sideways and in height. The construction enabled the prototype to lay flat on 

a surface when inactive (see figure 12a). On the contrary, when the prototype was 

exposed to heat the structure grew in height (see figure 12b).  

 

(a) (b) 

  

Figure 12. Inactive fish scales model (a) and active fish scales model (b)  
(a) In room temperature (23 °C), (b) In a hot air oven at a temperature of approximately 80 °C 
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3.4 Implementing the bilayer model in MATLAB 

A simple simulation was done based on the radius calculated from the bilayer model, 

this to have a program where parameters as, for example, thickness, elastic modulus and 

the temperature range easily could be changed.  

The simulation was done by plotting points on a circle (see figure 13) until a set length 

of the strip was reached, this was done for every calculated radius. The coordinates of 

the points were calculated through several different equations. To be able to plot all 

coordinates on the curve, a few conditions had to be met. When plotting the points, 

depending on which quadrant the coordinate is located in, the value for X or Y either 

increases or decreases. Additionally, the length of the curve is calculated differently 

depending on where at the curve the coordinate is plotted. At every intersection between 

axis and circle the length is given by, 

 

(20) 

 

This gives the length of a quarter of a circle, that is, the equation can be used to 

calculate the whole length of the curve in one quadrant. 

If the total length of the curve is reached somewhere in between a quadrant, a different 

equation is needed. From the equations for the angle α the following expressions are 

obtained (see the triangle in figure 13). Two different expressions are used depending 

on which quadrant the point is plotted in. 

 

  (21) or,    (22) 

 

or as,  (23)  

 

By combining equation (21) or (22) with equation (23) an expression with respect to the 

lengths of vectors X and Y can be obtained. 

 

  (24) or,   (25) 

 

Equation (24) is used in quadrant (1) and (3) while equation (25) is used in quadrant (2) 

and (4). The values for X range between -R and R while corresponding values for Y 

were calculated by using the Pythagorean theorem, 
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  (26) and   (27) 

 

The value of y is negative in quadrants (3) and (4) and positive in quadrants (1) and (2), 

as can be seen in figure 13. 

 

Figure 13.  Plotting (x, y) coordinates 

 

By plotting all coordinates until the length l is reached (with step size equal to one for X 

values), a curve with radius R and length l is obtained. This is then done for every R.  

The different values of the radius are calculated from equations 12 and 13 by changing 

the temperature range until the end temperature (chosen by the user through the 

program interface) is reached. The different values are then stored in an array. 

In order to provide an authentic simulation, the time that it takes for the paper muscle to 

bend is also needed. This was not a variable in the present model, instead a convenient 

bending time was chosen. Figure 14 shows a screenshot of the simulation program. 
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Assumptions for the simulation are 

� no consideration of shear bending, (i.e. no bending in other direction than the 
length direction) 

� no consideration of relaxation or glass transition (i.e. where a material starts to 
plasticise) 

� the elastic modulus is constant over the simulated temperatures 
� no internal stresses 

 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Screenshot of the end radius (Rf ~ 50 mm) at 31 °C for system 

S1 in the CD
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4 Laboratory experiments 

This section can be read by readers in both categories but can also be left out if the 

laboratory experimental part of the study is of no interest. 

4.1 Instruments 

4.1.1 Scale 

Laboratory scales with an accuracy of two decimals (0,01 grams) were used to weigh 

the single sheets and systems. 

4.1.2 Thickness meter 

The thickness was measured with a micrometer device and due to the surface roughness 

of paper, a bundle of paper was measured and an average value derived (this was not 

done to the polyester films). This device measures one point on the surface of the paper 

by using two cylinders, the paper was placed between the two cylinders. The cylinders 

are hydraulic driven to assure the same pressure for each measurement. The two models 

used were Thickness meter SCAN-P7 FP66404 by Lorentzen & Wettre and Thickness 

meter Type 11-1 No 98 by Wennberg apparater AB. 

4.1.3 Tensile tester 

The device for measuring stress and strain is called Alwetron TH1 (SE063) 

manufactured by Lorentzen & Wettre. The tensile tester measured Force (in Newton, N) 

and elongation (in millimetres). Typical length and breadth of the measured strips were 

150 mm × 15 mm.  

4.1.4 Bending stiffness tester 

The instrument for measuring the bending stiffness of a material is called Bending 

stiffness tester, also manufactured by Lorentzen & Wettre. The instrument gave a mean 

value of the bending stiffness in Newton millimetres (Nmm) as well as the standard 

deviation. The bending stiffness tester was calibrated according to CEPI Comparative 

testing service 2007-1.  

4.1.5 Camera 

The cameras used to photograph the radius of a bended system were a hand-held Nikon 

camera with 3,2 mega pixels resolution (Nikon COOLPIX 3500) and a Canon camera 

with 6 mega pixels (Digital IXUS 65). These cameras were also used for taking images 

on the several prototypes that were created. 

4.1.6 Thermometer 

A digital thermometer was used to measure the temperature in the electrical oven during 

the thermal expansion experiment (temperature range - 50° to + 300°C). 
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4.2 Materials 

Multicopy white 80 g/m2 paper (Xerox product), Melinex polyester film (12204 z 

Melinex 752) and Mylar polyester film (Mylar A, manufactured by DuPont) as well as 

toner were used in the experiments (see table 1). The Mylar polyester film was a sample 

from Molenco AB. The strips with toner were printed with a laser printer Phaser 6300 

manufactured by Xerox. Since a dark coloured strip seemed to bend more than for 

example one covered with magenta or yellow, most strips had a black or dark blue 

colour. For the bending stiffness test as well as the experiment in the oven, a black 

colour was used (100% CMYK) to transmit as much polymer as possible on to the 

paper. Ghiant Hobby Adhesive Permanent (manufactured by Ghiant aerosols nv) and 

Fastik rubber adhesive were tested. However Ghiant Hobby was easier to apply and had 

a higher resistance to delaminate than Fastik (approximately 70 °C), hence Ghiant 

Hobby was used for most of the samples. 

Table 1. Measured material properties 

 

Material Copy paper Melinex Mylar Toner 

thickness 

(µm) 

103 ± 3 40 50 3,4 

grammage 

(g/m2) 

80 52 ± 0,05 71 8 

E MD 

(GPa) 

4,6 5,9 5,2 6,0 

E CD 

(GPa) 

1,8 4,8 6,3 6,0 

αL MD 

(10-5 °C-1) 

0 21 14 24 

αL CD  

(10-5 °C-1) 

0 23 23 24 

 
The coefficient of thermal expansion is assumed to be zero (neglected) for paper in both directions. 
The estimation of thickness and grammage can be seen in section 3.1.1. Further more, the estimation 
of elastic modulus and coefficient of thermal expansion can be seen in section 3.1.2 and section 3.1.5. 

4.3 Samples 

A system consists of,  

S - Copy paper, adhesive and a single polymer layer (either polyester film or toner). 

D - Copy paper, adhesive and a double polymer layer. 

Depending on which polymer the system consists of, the description S1-S3 is used for 

single polymer layers and D1-D3 for double polymer layers. The systems and the 

created system codes can be seen in table 2. When the MD is mentioned for a system it 

means that both paper and polyester film are cut in the MD, the same applies for the CD 

(i.e. systems containing one MD layer and one CD layer is not used). 
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Table 2. Measured system properties (S1-S3, D1-D3) 

 

System 

Code 

S1 S2 S3 D1 D2 D3 

Polymer 

material 

Melinex Mylar Toner Two layer 

Melinex 

Two layer 

Mylar 

Two layer 

toner 

thickness 

(µm) 

145 ± 3 155** 106 ± 1 186** 206** 110 

grammage 

(g/m2) 

132 151 88 184 222 96 

Sb MD 

(Nmm) 

1,23 ± 0,08 1,3 ± 0,1 0,47 ± 0,06 2,2 ± 0,3 4,1 ± 0,3 1,23 ± 0,08 

Sb CD 

(Nmm) 

0,7 ± 0,1 0,8 ± 0,1 0,29 ± 0,05 1,3 ± 0,1 * 0,44 ± 0,07 

 
The bilayer systems include single layer paper and polymer. The estimation of the bending stiffness can 
be seen in section 3.1.3.  
* Measurements were not performed on that system due to shortage of material. 
** The thickness was calculated based on the thickness of the adhesive and single layers of paper and 
polyester film. 
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5 Results and discussion 

This section can be read by both categories. 

5.1 Weight, thickness and grammage 

The Mylar sheet had a higher weight than the Melinex sheet (see table 3), mainly 

because of different thicknesses. 

Table 3 Measured weight of paper, Melinex, Mylar and toner 

 

 

 

Material Weight  

(g) 

Thickness 

(µm) 

Length 

(mm) 

Breadth 

(mm) 

Grammage 

(g/m
2
) 

Paper 80g/m
2
 4,87 ± 0,08 103 ± 3 297 210 80 

Melinex sheet 3,24 ± 0,05 40 297 210 52 

Mylar sheet 4,42 50 297 210 71 

Toner 0,197 3,4 150 15 8 

 

The measurement method is presented in section 3.1.1. 
 

It was found that the polyester films were approximately one half of the thickness of the 

paper while the toner layer was less than 1/10th of the thickness of the polyester films 

(see table 4). 

Sheet containing paper was measured in a stack of ten sheets. By measuring a stack and 

calculating a mean value for the thickness, the measurement value was lower. For 

example, the thickness of the paper was reduced from 105 µm to 103 µm because air 

was pressed out of the paper and surface roughness was smoothened out. 

Table 4 Table 3 Measured weight of paper, Melinex, Mylar and toner 

 

 
 

Material Thickness 

(µm) 

Paper 103 ± 3 

Melinex 40 

Mylar 50 

Toner 3,4 

S1 145 ± 3 

S2 155 ** 

S3 106 ± 1 
 

The estimation of thickness can be seen in section 3.1.1. 
** Thickness was calculated instead of measured with regard to the thickness of adhesive. 
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5.2  Elastic modulus 

The elastic modulus for paper in the MD is greater than the elastic modulus in the CD 

(see table 5). The reason for this is that the wood fibres in the paper are oriented along 

the MD and therefore the paper is much stronger in that direction. This means that the 

stress-strain curve will have a greater slope at the beginning, which means a higher 

value for the elastic modulus. 

Table 5. Estimated elastic modulus 

 

 
 

Material E in MD 

(GPa) 

E in CD 

(GPa) 

Paper 4,63 1,85 

Melinex 5,85 4,81 

Mylar 5,21 6,28 

Toner 6 6 

How the elastic modulus for toner was estimated can be seen in section 3.1.2. 
 

The elastic modulus in the MD and the CD for the polyester films differs. The 

difference is probably due to the fact that they are biaxially oriented (see section 2.2.1). 

This property gives the film small structural differences in the different directions and 

hence the elastic modulus can vary. Values for the polyester film are in the same order 

of magnitude as material data from the literature37. 

The elastic modulus for toner seems rather high in comparison to the polyester films. 

This could be because the toner penetrates the paper and hence the thickness of toner is 

greater than what is measured. Since the thickness is used to calculate the elastic 

modulus it might be affected. A higher estimated value for the thickness would give a 

lower elastic modulus, as can be seen in equation (1). 

5.3 Adhesive 

From the laboratory experiment it was found that approximately 2 g/m2 adhesive is used 

when creating systems S1 (i.e. systems with single polymer layers) with A4-size 

dimensions (see table 6). System S1 has an average weight of 8,29 g which means that 

the adhesive stands for approximately 1,4 % (0,12 g / 8,29 g) of the total weight of the 

bilayer. This estimation is used for system S2 aswell, since this system also involves a 

film glued onto paper. In a system D1-D2 with A4-size dimensions, the weight of the 

adhesive is expected to be approximately 5 g/m2, (2 g/m2 + 3 g/m2). Where 3 g/m2 is the 

grammage of the amount glue used to attach a polyester film onto another polyester 

film. Furthermore, the adhesive stands for approximately 2,6 % of the total weight, of a 

system with double polymer layers hence the weight of the adhesive is neglected. 

 

 

                                                
37 BoPet: http://polyasiafilm.com/category/industrial/bopet-transparent-film.php 
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Table 6. Estimated weight and grammage of adhesive 

 

 

 

Bilayer Mean weight 

(g) 

Grammage 

(g/m
2
) A4 

Paper Measured 9,96 170 

Paper Calculated 9,74 166 

Ghiant Hobby  0,22 5 

Polyester film Measured 6,66 114 

Polyester film Calculated  6,48 111 

Ghiant Hobby  0,18 3 

S1Measured 8,29 141 

S1Calculated 8,17 139 

Ghiant Hobby  0,12 2 

The weight is based on 10 different samples. How the estimation was done can be seen in section 3.1.4 
 

The thickness of the adhesive in a system S1 was found to be larger than the 

corresponding thickness for a bilayer of paper (see table 7). This indicates that paper is 

more porous than polyester film since more of the adhesive seems to be absorbed. 

Consequently, what can be noticed is that the thickness of the adhesive is less than 2 

µm, which is not much compared to the thicknesses of the other materials. In a S1 

system (system containing polyester film) the thickness of the adhesive stands for 

approximately 1,3 % of the total thickness, which is negligible.  

Table 7. Estimated thickness of adhesive 

 

 

 

Bilayer Measured 

Thickness 

(µm) 

Calculated 

Thickness 

(µm) 

Thickness 

of adhesive 

(µm) 

Paper 207,1 206,0 1,1 

polyester film 80,6 80,0 0,6 

S1 144,9 143,0 1,9 

How the thickness was estimated can be seen in section 3.1.4. The thickness of the polyester film is 
based on 10 different samples (one measurement per sample). The thickness of the paper and S1 
bilayer was estimated by measuring 1-10 samples in a bundle and then calculating a mean value for 
the thickness of one sample. 
 

To further study the impact of adhesive, a tensile test was done on paper strips with an 

adhesive layer (see section 3.1.4). Figure 15 shows the stress-strain curve for paper with 

and without adhesive in the MD as well as the CD. 
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 (a)  (b) 

  
Figure 15. Stress-strain curve for paper MD (a) and paper CD (b) with and without adhesive 

 

The curves for paper with and without adhesive in figure 15a look quite similar, as do 

the curves in figure 15b. The main difference is that the curve for paper with adhesive 

elongates further than the curve for only paper, more so in the CD. This is probably due 

to the characteristics of adhesive, it is elastic and has a tendency of holding components 

together and therefore making the paper able to endure more force before breaking and 

elongate further. 

The elastic modulus is barely affected by the adhesive since it is determined in the 

beginning of the stress-strain curve. 

5.4 Testing of the bilayer model 

Bending stiffness 

The first step to test the bilayer model was to verify the bending stiffness, since later 

calculations of the muscle radius are based on the bending stiffness. If the bending 

stiffness gives rise to acceptable values, it is more likely that the radius gives acceptable 

values as well. To verify the bending stiffness, the modelled values were compared to 

the measured values. 

Conditioning of the paper was done 24 hours prior to the laboratory experiment. This 

was done to reduce tension in the paper and ensure that the paper reached the right 

humidity. The test was performed on ten strips of paper (P), systems S1-S3 and D1-D3 

in both the MD and the CD (see table 8). When ten strips of paper or a system had been 

measured, the program associated with the bending stiffness tester calculated the mean 

value for all ten strips as well as the standard variation (σ). 
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Table 8. Measured bending stiffness 

 

 

 

Sample Mean Sb 

(Nmm) 

σ Cov 

(%) 

P MD 0,44 ± 0,04 0,021 4,7 
P CD 0,18 ± 0,30 0,016 8,9 
S1 MD 1,23 ± 0,08 0,055 4,5 
S1 CD 0,68 ± 0,11 0,060 8,8 
D1 MD 2,24 ± 0,31 ** 0,236 10,5 
D1 CD 1,31 ± 0,10 ** 0,079 6,1 
S2 MD 1,31 ± 0,11 **  0,094 7,2 
S2 CD 0,80 ± 0,13 0,077 9,6 
D2 MD 4,14 ± 0,33 0,205 5,0 
D2 CD * * * 
S3 MD 0,47 ± 0,06 ** 0,033 7,0 
S3 CD 0,29 ± 0,05 ** 0,034 11,7 
D3 MD 1,23 ± 0,08 ** 0,043 3,5 
D3 CD 0,44 ± 0,07 ** 0,049 11,2 

The mean is calculated from 10 different samples. σ stands for the standard variation and Cov stands 
for coefficient of variation (σ/mean). 
* Measurements were not performed on that system due to shortage of material. 
** Only six samples were used since there was trouble measuring the bending stiffness for all ten 
strips. 

 

Table 9 shows the measured and modelled values for the bending stiffness as well as the 

relative difference between them. The bending stiffness in the MD was found to be 

approximately twice as big as the bending stiffness in the CD. 

Table 9. Measured vs. modelled Sb and the relative difference between them 

 

 

 

Sample Measured Sb 

(Nmm) 

Modelled Sb 

(Nmm) 

Relative 

difference (%) 

P MD 0,44 0,42 -3,28 
P CD 0,18 0,17 -5,75 
S1 MD 1,23 1,26 2,09 
S1 CD 0,68 0,68 0,46 
D1 MD 2,24 2,65 18,29 
D1 CD 1,31 1,44 10,07 
S2 MD 1,31 1,46 11,63 
S2 CD 0,80 0,93 15,80 
D2 MD 4,41 4,85 17,13 
D2 CD * * * 
S3 MD 0,47 0,48 0,76 
S3 CD 0,29 0,22 -23,39 
D3 MD 1,23 0,54 -56,41 
D3 CD 0,44 0,27 -38,69 

* Measurements were not performed on that system due to shortage of material. 
 

For system S3 in the CD as well as system D3 the modelled values were found to be 

underestimated (more so in the MD for system D3 also see figure 29). The reason for 

this could be if the thickness of toner is underestimated (as was mentioned in section 

5.2). A greater thickness of the toner layer would give a higher value for the modelled 

bending stiffness (the opposite relation can be concluded from the model predictions). 

The modelled bending stiffness for systems S1-S3 shows that the bending stiffness for 
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systems with single polymer layer can be predicted. As for systems D1-D3 the 

estimation is not quite as good, this can also be seen in figure 16 as the blue points 

higher up, diverging from the guide line.  

 

 
Figure 16. Graph of measured vs. modelled Sb 

Blue marks indicate samples in the MD and red marks in the CD. The first mark (lower down on the line), 
correspond to single polymer layer while the highest mark (higher up along the line) corresponds to 
double polymer layer. 
 

The modelled bending stiffness for systems D1 and D2 were found to be overestimated. 

Explanations for this could involve the impact of the adhesive. The adhesive was 

neglected with regards to the weight, the thickness and the effect on the elastic modulus 

but when using more adhesive than what is needed for creating a bilayer it may affect 

the bending stiffness (this could happen when testing systems D1 and D2 since they 

consist of a double layer of adhesive i.e. the errors from the adhesive is doubled). Also 

any ragged edges along the strips, or dust attaching on to the polyester films (due to 

their found tendency of generating static electricity) could add to the grammage and 

hence give rise to a greater value of the modelled bending stiffness. Another reason that 

could explain why systems D1 and D2 in the MD diverge more than corresponding 

systems in the CD is that systems in the CD was tested by using longer and broader 

strips. These systems would not oscillate into resonance due to the systems reaction to 

moisture as well as the high grammage. The systems in the MD, on the other hand, just 

about oscillated into resonance. If longer and broader strips were to be used, it could 

diminish the difference between measured and modelled value. 

Thermal expansion and coefficient of thermal expansion 

The next step was to determine the thermal expansion and the coefficient of thermal 

expansion (how this was done is explained in section 3.1.5). When performing the 

experiment, heat regulation as well as a clear view to observe the radius was needed. 
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The electrical oven could provide this, although in quite a poor manner. Images were 

taken of the actual radius at different temperatures.  

The images presented in section 3.1.5 showed ideal bending captured on camera. Other 

images were not that ideal. For example, images where the strip had a shear bending or 

the strip did not bend due to delaminating. Also, after a while for some strips, the 

bending stopped and the strips started to bend back. This would ruin the ability to 

measure the radius on following images in the sequence, since the strip did not continue 

bending after that (see table 10). Inf stands for infinite radius which means that the strip 

hangs straight vertical, no bending occurs. Another problem was when marking out the 

circle (which is the dark circle in image 9 section 3.1.5). The radius of the circle differs 

depending on where along the strip it is placed. Performing these measurements and 

calculations manually leaves room for errors. It was also hard to regulate the 

temperature, as can be seen in the figure. The total temperature deviation at each 

temperature level was between 2-3 °C. 

The figures in bold indicate that the radius is monotonously decreased, which is what 

happens when the temperature is increased. Following measurements indicate problems 

with measuring the radius, since they vary in an unpredictable manner. This could have 

something to do with moisture leaving the paper, which is a complex occurrence. 

Furthermore, it can be seen that when doubling the thickness of the polymer layer, the 

radius seems to increase, hence the bending is decreased. 
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Table 10. Measured radius in electrical oven 

 

 

T (°C) 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 

S1 MD 57 (+ 1 °C) 46 (+ 2 °C) 56 (+ 2 °C) 57 (+ 1 °C) 64 59 64 

S1 CD 45 (+ 1 °C) 32 29 26 28 29 * 

D1 MD inf inf inf inf inf inf inf 

D1 CD 130 (+ 1 °C) 112 (+ 1 °C) 120 (+ 1 °C) 116 (+ 1 °C) 140 (+ 2 °C) 122 (+ 1 °C) 148 

S2 MD 94 59 (+ 1 °C) 56 61 (+ 1 °C) 58 63 (– 1 °C) 61 (+ 1 °C) 

S2 CD 46 (+ 1 °C) 38 (– 1 °C) 32 23 (+ 1 °C) 24 (+ 1 °C) 25 (+ 1 °C) 24 

D2 MD inf 112 (+ 1 °C) 48 (+ 1 °C) 40 (+ 2 °C) 84 (+ 1 °C) 83 (+ 1 °C) 103 

D2 CD * * * * * * * 

S3 MD * 126 (– 1 °C) 105 (+ 2 °C) 99 (+ 1 °C) 90 (+ 1 °C) 95 107 (– 1 °C) 

S3 CD 115 (+ 1 °C) 105 (+ 1 °C) inf inf inf inf inf 

D3 MD 135 (+ 3 °C) 127 (+ 2 °C) 117 (+ 2 °C) 130 (+ 1 °C) 114 98 (– 1 °C) 132 (+ 2 °C) 

D3 CD 152 (+ 1 °C) 103 inf inf inf inf inf 

Max ∆T  3 °C 3 °C 2 °C 2 °C 2 °C 2 °C 3 °C 

The measured radius (in mm) for systems S1-S3, D1-D3 and the temperature deviation from the target 
temperature in the range 23-60 °C. 
* Measurements were not performed on system D2 due to shortage of material. For the other systems, 
problem with measuring the radius occurred probably due to delamination or relaxation. 
 

After measuring the radius the thermal expansion could be determined. Figure 17 shows 

the curvature (1/R) as a function of the temperature difference. A higher value for the 

curvature means a smaller radius and hence a greater bending. System S3 gives rise to 

straighter lines than systems S1 and S2. This means that the bending for system S3 is 

more homogenous. The reason for this is probably because no adhesive is involved in 

system S3 and therefore delaminating does not occur. It can also be seen that polyester 

films in the CD give rise to highest curvature which means most bending. Furthermore, 

the difference between bending in the MD and the CD for system S3 is less than for the 

polyester films. This could have something to do with toner penetrating the paper. 
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Figure 17. Measured curvature for systems S1-S3 and D1-D3 
The measurements for each system indicate a linear relation. The temperature range is 23-60 °C. 

 

Figure 18 shows the measured thermal expansion for single polymer layer. Double 

polymer layer involves more adhesive, this contributed to difficulty of measuring the 

strips. Delaminating of the polymer layer occurred and this gave the strips uneven 

bending or no bending at all, this ment fewer measuring points. Hence the graph for 

double polymer layer is not included. 

The thermal expansion for system S3 in the MD lies higher up than the CD. It would be 

more realistic if the CD values were above the MD values since the system showed a 

higher bending in the CD. The reason for this could be that system S3 in the MD were 

measured at higher temperatures. Corresponding strips in the CD was harder to measure 

and hence the measurements at higher temperature were left out. 

Not surprisingly figure 18 shows that an increased temperature gives an increased 

thermal expansion. It can also be seen that systems in the CD generally expands more 

than systems in the MD. Probably it could be that the fibres in the paper expand more in 

breadth than in length which means that the expansion in the CD will be greater. 
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Figure 18. Measured thermal expansion for system S1-S3 and D1-D3 

The temperature range is 23-60 °C. 

 

The coefficient of thermal expansion can be recognized through the slope of the line for 

each system. Figure 19 shows the coefficient of thermal expansion as a function of the 

temperature difference. It can be seen that the relationship is not as linear as expected 

(when talking about thermal linear expansion), there seem to be a noticeable variation. 

Consequently, there is a possibility that not only thermal expansion occurs. The 

coefficients of thermal expansion are listed in table 11. 

 

 
Figure 19. Measured coefficient of thermal expansion for system S1-S3 and D1-D3 

The temperature range is 23-60 °C. 

 

The coefficient for each material is calculated as the average of the different points on 

corresponding line (see figure 19), although it can be questioned whether or not the 
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coefficient is in fact constant. It can be seen how the coefficient of thermal expansion 

varies depending on which temperature range it is determined in. For example, the 

coefficient of thermal expansion for system S2 in the MD tends to vary between 

approximately 0,012 % - 0,017 % per °C. As a trend the different coefficients seem to 

decrease at  higher temperature range. 

The coefficient of thermal expansion differs slightly in the different directions for the 

polyester films. This could be because the polyester films are biaxially oriented. Since 

the coefficient of thermal expansion affects the amount of thermal expansion, it can be 

stated that a great difference in biaxial orientation between the MD and the CD will give 

a great difference in expansion and hence in curvature. 

The systems which involve paper cut in the CD will have a higher thermal expansion, 

this along with the fact that the coefficient of thermal expansion was not as linear as 

expected, raises the question whether or not the paper really is a passive component. 

Also, material data for Melinex and Mylar show that the coefficient of thermal 

expansion in both the MD and the CD is around 20×10-6.38 This means that the obtained 

values differs with a factor 10-1 from the different material data that can be found within 

the literature, which further shows that thermal expansion might not be the only stimuli 

reaction. 

Table 11. Estimated coefficient of thermal expansion 

 

 

 

Coefficient of thermal expansion 

(10
-5

 °C
-1

) 

Paper MD 0 

Paper CD 0 

Melinex MD 21 

Melinex CD 23 

Mylar MD 14 

Mylar CD 23 

Toner MD 24 

Toner CD 24 

The coefficient is given by the average of the coefficients determined in the temperature range 23-60 
°C. 
 

The difference between the measured coefficient of thermal expansion and the literature 

value had to be studied. This was done by comparing the measured radius in the oven to 

the modelled radius (based on the literature value for the coefficient of thermal 

expansion). The result can be seen in table 12. 

                                                
38 Melinex: http://www.dupontteijinfilms.com and Mylar: http://www.grafixplastics.com 
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Table 12. Measured radius vs. modelled radius 

  
System R measured 

(mm) 

αL measured 

(10
-5

 °C
-1

) 

R modelled 

(mm) 

αL litt. value 

(10
-5

 °C
-1

) 

∆T         

(° C) 

S1 MD 46 ~ 18 347 ~ 23×10 14 

S1 CD 32 ~ 26 462 ~ 18×10 12 

D1 MD inf * * * * 

D1 CD 112 ~ 26 528 ~ 18×10 13 

S2 MD 59 ~ 15 504 ~ 17×10 13 

S2 CD 38 ~ 25 553 ~ 17×10 11 

D2 MD 112 ~ 15 614 ~ 17×10 13 

D2 CD * * * * * 

The temperature range is 23-60 °C. 
*   Measurements were not performed for that system. 
 

Table 12 shows that when doubling the thickness of the polymer layer, the radius is 

increased hence the bending is reduced. It also proves that the bending is not supposed 

to be as high as the measured radius shows when doubling the polymer layer. This again 

raised the idea that paper is not a passive component as was assumed. What could have 

been overlooked is that when paper is heated, the moisture content of the paper is 

decreased hence it contracts (called hygrocontraction). This would mean that, not only 

does the polymer expand but the paper at the same time contracts, which would provide 

a greater bending. The measured radius from the images taken in the oven would then 

give rise to a visibly higher expansion coefficient (compare αL measured to the αL litt. 

value, in table 12). 

A new thought that came to mind was whether it was the thermal expansion or 

hygrocontraction that gave rise to most bending. Assuming it was hygrocontraction, the 

next question was if the difference for systems in the MD and the CD differed 

depending on different elastic modulus (which differs with a factor ~ 3 for paper) or due 

to different coefficients of hygrocontraction for paper in the MD and the CD. 

To try and give an answer to these questions a simple experiment was done to determine 

whether or not hygrocontraction occurred. A new system was created by gluing a paper 

strip cut in the CD onto a paper strip cut in the MD. Figure 20 shows what happen when 

the strip was placed in the oven. 
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Figure 20. Image of hygrocontraction for a double paper strip in electrical oven 

Image taken of a bilayer system with paper MD (left side) and paper CD (right side) in oven at 

approximately 80 ° C. The bending occurs towards the paper strip cut in the CD. 

 

The paper bilayer bends in similar manner as systems S1-S3, hence it is proven that 

paper is in fact an active component. Figure 21a shows what happens when the paper 

bilayer is taken from the oven. Typical for hygrocontraction is that it takes a while for 

the system to regain its moisture content when put back in room temperature, which was 

the case for the new system (paper bilayer). Also, figure 21b shows that the paper 

bilayer bends back quicker if moisture from exhaled air is added, which is a strong 

indication that hygrocontraction has occurred. 

Since the system bends towards the paper strip cut in the CD it also proves that the 

contraction is greater in the CD, this means that the coefficient of hygrocontraction is 

higher in that direction as well. The reason for a greater contraction in the CD is 

probably because the wood fibres contracts more radially than longitudinally39. Also, 

since the bending of the paper bilayer (not containing polyester or toner) is similar to 

the bending of systems S1-S3 (containing polyester or toner) it is likely that the 

hygrocontraction stands for most of the bending for those systems as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
39 Alava M, Niskanen K, The physics of paper, p. 679 
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(a) 
 

 

(b) 
 

  

Figure 21. A double paper strip taken from oven (a) regaining moisture from exhaled air (b) 
Image taken at room temperature (~ 23 °C)  
 

5.5 Model predictions of bending 

As a part of better understanding how the input to the bilayer model relates to the 

output, bending of the different systems was simulated. This includes expressing the 

curvature as a function of the thickness and elastic modulus. Figure 22-23 show the 

simulated results. 

Consider figure 22. It can be seen that most bending occurs when the separate layers in 

the system have the same elastic modulus (see the graph to the left). Continue studying 

the solid line, when the thickness of the polymer layer is half the thickness of the paper 

layer (50 µm) most bending occurs. When the thickness of the polymer layer is equal to 

the thickness of the paper, the curvature is instead reduced. From this it can be 

concluded that the curvature is reduced when the thickness is doubled and hence the 

bending is reduced. This agrees with the measurements in table 10. 

Consequently, the highest bending for a system where the layers have equal elastic 

modulus (i.e. 5 GPa) takes place when the thickness of the polymer layer is half the 

thickness of the paper.  

When the thickness of the polymer layer increases, the bending stiffness increases (this 

can be seen in both graphs in figure 22). This means that a greater thickness of the 

polymer layer gives a higher bending stiffness. Correspondingly, lowering the thickness 

of the polymer layer gives a lower bending stiffness. 
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Figure 22. Curvature/expansion and Sb as a function of the thickness 

The thickness of paper t1 is 100 µm and the elastic modulus E1 is 5 GPa. The coefficient of thermal 
expansion for the polymer layer is 20×10-5 °C-1. 

 

Figure 23 shows once again, that maximum bending occurs when the thickness of the 

polymer layer is half the thickness of the paper (consider the dashed line). 

When the elastic modulus for the polymer layer increases, the bending stiffness 

increases (see the graph to the right). This means that a higher elastic modulus for the 

polymer layer gives a higher bending stiffness. Correspondingly, lowering the elastic 

modulus for the polymer layer gives a lower bending stiffness. 
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Figure 23. Curvature/expansion and Sb as a function of the elastic modulus 

The thickness of paper t1 is 100 µm and the elastic modulus E1 is 5 GPa. The coefficient of thermal 
expansion for the polymer layer is 20×10-5 °C-1. 

 

The linear relationship between curvature and different thicknesses of the polymer layer 

for system S1 (to represent systems with polyester film) and S3 (to represent systems 

with toner) can further be seen in figures 24 and 25.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 24. Curvature as a function of the temperature difference 

System S1 is used in both the MD and the CD. The dashed line stands for doubling the thickness of the 

polymer layer t2 while the dotted line stands for halving the thickness. t2 = 40 µm. The thickness for paper 

t1 is constant at 103 µm. The temperature ranges from 23-60 °C. 
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When the polymer layer is doubled (i.e. 80 µm) bending is reduced. When instead the 

thickness is halved (i.e. 20 µm), the curvature for the system is slightly reduced as well. 

This shows again that the optimal thickness of the polymer layer seems to lie around 

half the thickness of paper. 

When doubling the layer of toner the bending is increased. This is expected since the 

thickness of the toner layer was found to be 3,4 µm, that is, only 1/10th the thickness of 

the polyester layer. Halving the thickness of the polymer layer gives a lower curvature, 

which is also expected since this means that the thickness is far less than half the 

thickness of paper.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 25. Curvature as a function of the temperature difference 
System S3 is used in both the MD and the CD. The dashed line stands for doubling the thickness of the 
polymer layer t2 while the dotted line stands for halving the thickness. t2 = 3,6 µm. The thickness for 
paper t1 is constant at 103 µm. The temperature ranges from 23-60 °C. 

 

In summary 

� Decreased bending stiffness implies increased bending, since K is proportional 
to 1/Sb (see the bilayer model, equation 17 in section 2.8). 

� Decreased elastic modulus or thickness of the polymer layer implies a decrease 
of the bending stiffness which results in an increased bending. 

� It seems optimal for the systems to have equal elastic modulus and a thickness 
of the polymer layer which is approximately half the thickness of paper. 

5.6 Paper muscle prototypes 

During this study several paper muscle prototypes were created. The reason for this was 

to gain practical acquaintance with the material as well as to investigate how a typical 

paper muscle functions. Another important aspect was that the paper muscle prototypes 

could be used to help attract attention to the research field. Additionally, the process of 

creating a prototype can breed new ideas on potential future areas of application. 
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The creation of the paper muscle prototypes turned out to be quite challenging. The 

amount of force generated by the bending was small. The strips were cut in the CD 

because copy paper in that direction had a higher tendency to bend. 

The natural state of the paper muscle is not completely flat (as can be seen in figure 

26b). This could be because of what happens when toner is printed onto paper. When 

the toner is fixated, the paper is exposed to a high temperature. What could be 

happening is that moisture in the paper vaporises making it curl towards the side that 

has been exposed to heat, while the toner layer at the same time relaxes because of the 

heat. Since the contraction of the fibre layer at the top of the paper is greater than the 

relaxation/expansion of the toner layer (which was discovered in this study), the 

outcome is curling of the paper as figure 26b shows. The reason for the appearance in 

figure 26c could then be that heat in the oven instead reaches the bottom fibre layer 

first, making it contract while the toner layer expands, which would give bending in 

opposite direction than what figure 26b showed. 

Figure 26a shows what happens when the muscle is exposed to cold air. In this 

environment, it could be that the toner layer is more active than the layer of paper. This 

since the reaction time of paper regaining moisture is slower than the toner layer 

contracting due to the cold air. 

Furthermore, the idea that paper is active in these systems makes it harder to explain 

exactly what happens in these pictures.  

 

(a) (b) (c) 

   

Figure 26. Bending sequence of paper flower 2 
(a) Taken from the freezer at a temperature of approximately -4 °C 
(b) Behaviour at room temperature, approximately 23 °C 
(c) Taken from the oven at a temperature of approximately 70 °C 
 

The prototypes with polyester films with thicknesses around 40 µm bend just as good as 

those with toner (despite that the toner layer is approximately 1/10th the thickness of the 

polyester films). Although, when the prototypes have been stored away (in a plastic 

folder) their behaviour slightly changes. The printed toner prototype loses its ability to 

bend as well as when it was first exposed to heat. The bending time increases and the 

amount of bending decreases, which basically means that the bending ability is reduced. 

It could be that the moisture content of the “stored away” paper muscle is at a lower 

level, since moisture leaves the paper when activated in the oven or the freezer. If the 

paper muscle has not regained its moisture before being stored away, the next time it is 

used it will not contract as much as the first time it was used. Although, this does not 
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seem to be the case for the polyester films, which bend in a similar way as the first time 

they were used. Consequently, the printed paper muscle prototypes seem to loose some 

of their bending after being stored away and then reused. 

As a final step in the process of analysing and creating a paper muscle, printing in a 

greater scale would be of interest. This involves finding a suitable printing technique 

and finding out how much printing ink is transferred onto the substrate (see table 13). 

Table 13. ink film thicknesses 

 

 
 

Printing technique Thickness 

(µm) 

Offset < 2 

Flexography  0.75-2 

Gravure (deep print) < 6 

Screen  < 30 

Ink-jet                        3 

Toner  < 15 

The ink film thicknesses can be found in the printing ink manual40. The table shows the thicknesses of 

the amount printing ink that is transferred onto the substrate for several different printing techniques. 
 

The thickness of the laser printed toner layer was found to be 3,4 µm, the paper muscle 

prototypes had double layers hence a thickness of 6,8 µm. A printing technique that can 

transfer a thicker layer than 6,8 µm would be desirable. For this purpose, among the 

commonly printing techniques, screen printing may be of interest. 

                                                
40 Leach R.H, Pierce R.J, The printing ink manual, p. 76-77 
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6 Conclusions 

Readers in both categories are recommended to read this section. 

 

Paper muscles consisting bilayers with Melinex, Mylar and toner have been studied 

during exposure to temperature stimuli (under the temperature range 23-60 °C). A 

bilayer model was used to explain the motion of paper and to advance the understanding 

of which parameters affect the curvature. A method to estimate the thermal expansion 

was developed by using a bilayer model implemented in MATLAB. Melinex, Mylar 

and toner were studied, experiments showed that systems containing these materials all 

had a thermal expansion between approximately 0,1-0,5 % in the temperature range 23-

50 °C. This means that a relatively small change in expansion gives rise to a relatively 

large bending. It was found that the adhesive in a bilayer could be neglected in 

consideration to its affect on weight, thickness and elastic modulus. It was shown that 

the bilayer model can be used to predict how the geometry of a bilayer should be given. 

The prediction of bending stiffness and hence bending for systems containing toner was 

highly underestimated for double layers. This error could relate to the aspects of 

printing. Firstly, the thickness of toner could be underestimated, secondly, there is no 

defined boundary where the layer of paper ends and layer of toner starts. 

Essential for the whole study was the finding that paper is an active component in the 

experiments. Hence the assumption that paper is a passive component with negligible 

thermal expansion was not fully correct. It was found that the concept thermal 

expansion for the tested systems involves both a linear thermal expansion for the 

polyester films and toner, as well as a hygrocontraction for paper. 

The creation of paper muscle prototypes was challenging. The force generated from 

bending was small, which lead to experiments with different types of structures to assist 

bending. The prototypes proved that the systems could be used to create motion and 

they turned out to be quite aesthetically appealing as well. 

Experimental findings 

� The thermal expansion was greater for systems cut in the CD, relating to the 
structural properties of paper. 

� The coefficient of thermal expansion at each temperature range was not as 
linear as expected. 

� The measured value for the radius was lower than the calculated value based 
on the coefficient of thermal expansion taken from the literature. Meaning that 
the measured bending was greater than expected. 

� A paper bilayer cut in the MD and the CD showed similar bending as system 
S1-S3. When removed from the oven, it bended back quicker if moisture from 
exhaled air was added, which was a strong indication that hygrocontraction 
occurred. It was also proved that there was a greater contraction in the CD. 

� Doubling the thickness of the active polymer layer reduced the bending of the 
systems. 
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Model predictions 

� Decreased bending stiffness implied increased bending (as was the case in the 
laboratory experiments). 

� Decreased elastic modulus or thickness of the polymer layer implied a decrease 
of the bending stiffness which results in an increased bending. 

� Doubling the thickness of the active polymer layer reduced the bending (this 
also agreed with the laboratory experiments). 
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7 Future work and applications 

This section is recommended to be read by readers in both categories.  

 

Experiments in this study showed that it was more likely that hygrocontraction of paper 

gave rise to most bending, rather than the thermal expansion of the polymer. 

Consequently, further studies using paper as an active component are needed. This 

would involve performing experiments were the moisture content can be controlled. The 

bending that occurred when paper was exposed to heat and changed its moisture content 

is referred to as curl. Also, when studying paper, there is a vast variation of different 

papers based on for example, different bulk or different chemical compositions as well 

as different fibre contents that might affect their reaction to moisture.   

Further work could involve studying other active materials and other application areas 

than the printing industry. Also, finding active materials that react at much lower 

temperatures would be highly interesting. This would enable the paper muscle to react 

when for example touching it, meaning that it would be exposed to temperatures below 

37 °C. 

Studying which forces (e.g. gravitation) that act upon the muscle and what strength is 

generated from bending would be useful to know when investigating whether or not the 

muscle could be used to open and close carton boxes. 

A special designed printing ink with desirable features could also be created. This 

would also involve choosing an appropriate printing technique. 

Suggestions for future work are 

� using paper as an active component (i.e. investigating hygrocontraction). 
� testing other active materials. 
� study the actuating forces in connection to a paper muscle. 
� develop a specially designed printing ink to achieve great bending. 
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10 Appendix 

Instruments 

(a) (b) 

 
Figure 27. Thickness meter (a) Tensile tester (b) 

 

 
Figure 28. Bending stiffness tester 
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Bending sequence of system S1 in the CD 

 

  

  

  

  
Figure 29. Bending sequence of system S1 in the CD 

The images are obtained from the simulation program. The temperature range is 23-31 °C 
and the change in temperature is 1 °C. Radius at last image in the sequence is ~ 50 mm. 
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